TG3 Supporting Young Carers (YC) Task Group
Thursday, 7 October 2021 via Teams
In Attendance
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Beth Major, Simone Shaw, Phil Dolphin, Dawn Mackey, The Junction
Foundation;
Declan Baharini, Chair STCForum;
Mike Edwards, Carers Together;
Carol James, Redcar & Cleveland BC; Hazel Clarke, Middlesbrough
Council;
Joanne Russell, Public Health South Tees

Apologies
Mike Sharman, Kelly Gorman, Rebecca McClelland, Emma Cooper, Siobhan Davies, Gareth
Harding
Future Meetings
Discussion took place to get a sense check on preference if people wanted to attend in person,
online or a mix of both. This will be followed up at a later date with the meeting membership,
also considering current guidance. Most people agreed to be flexible but agreed to continue
with the online option at the present time.
Minutes and Updates

▪

It was noted the We care you care portal was working well now with good quality
information sharing taking place.

▪

It was noted the tender is now out with a deadline of 25th October 2021.

▪

It was noted that there had been significant progress since the last last meeting in
terms of support for young carers. At the last meeting, young carers said they wanted
to be back together but there was a lot of concern and vulnerabilities that had to be
considered. A high level of engagement had taken place online, which was having a
positive impact.

▪

It was reported consultation events had taken place over the summer with young
carers and -some face to face provision had returned through the programme, activities
and open-air events.

▪

Following the consultation process via the vision day and through the user survey
completed by service users, it highlighted that some young carers have a strong
preference for face to face sessions as this enabled a break from their carer role,
provided peer support and enabled access to social opportunities. However, the online
provision remained important for those young carers who lacked confidence to join
social groups. It was also recognized as a good gateway for them into social support.
It was also recognized that some health vulnerabilities in family units meant young
carers did not wish for services to be accessed face to face. It was noted that a
blended approach to this was working. Service users welcomed the one to one
support workers and emotional wellbeing provision being back in school. It was further
reported that the Music project was progressing well.
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▪

Following feedback and taking a gradual approach, some young carers stated they
would like ongoing online interventions. As a result, this will form part of the offer
moving forward for accessibility reasons. Skills development work around gathering
disparate groups of young people together. One to one’s, EWB and other services are
back in schools, community venues and home visits being undertaken.

▪

Poster campaign been disseminated now on WCYC and went far and wide in
Middlesbrough and across Redcar plans.

▪

Mind the Gap report – This is now in phase 2 of the project, which carers together can
update on.

▪

NHS England improvement grant - First stage was a coproduction piece of work with
participatory research undertaken with age16-25-year-old carers. Results were shared
with las and have influenced the current tender for commissioned services. Phase 2
funding has been accessed for Mind the Gap.

▪

The group noted the need to ensure participants were reassured that their views are
heard and suggestions implemented. An achievable recommendation was the
Transitions Passport. Similar to the young carers passport issues and to avoid
retelling story to different services, transferring through systems, often key information
does not travel well so ensure that the transition is successful and a support plan is in
place. The Junction is working with Carers Together, Mike Edwards is working with
Simone Shaw on the Transitions Passport project.
It was reported that the young people had been consulted with last night and the aims
and objectives of the contract discussed and explained. Following this an event has
been scheduled for 27th October 2021 at Base Camp in Middlesbrough. The event
has been planned in collaboration with the with young people and will help to support
and inform what should be in the passport and on what the design should look like.
Coproduction, will bring it back to the task groups. There is a need to raise awareness
with services, also opportunity to provide input into the design and development with
a view to having a whole forum to strategic buy in. Then will lead to design and
production.

▪

It was agreed that the young people will also provide feedback into the forum. It was
reported a large slot had been allocated at the forum for this item and it interlinked right
across the strategy and action plans.

▪

It was also advised that Simone has been running vlogging workshops with young
carers to support communications around WCYC. Simone reported that the young
people had stepped out of their comfort zone, filmed themselves and had overall
appreciated the opportunity. As a result, one young carer is now going to do her own
vlogs. Simone stated that the company used had been very good, targeted the
workshop, and engaged the young people well. It was advised it was hoped to get the
interactive awareness raising messages through WCYC very soon.

PRIORITY ACTIONS
•

YC and health, need support and clear identity

•

Katrina Bage confirmed she would identify a representative via Martin Short for the
task group. All agreed it should be someone with a young person focus in the CCG.

•

Integrated working with local authorities internally and connected to commissioned
services. Noted there has been a lot of movement in Middlesbrough since July. Chris
and Hazel supported bringing together managers from education, SEND, social care
and early help. Results were around from education looking at strategic work on
education agenda, raising awareness of the schools’ project, but also around young
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carers experience of education. Beth advised she is presenting to a Heads meeting
and a heads conference. Referral information has been sent to the SEND team and
are now booked in to talk on hot topics on November and we have now established a
working group to take things forward.
•

Key achievement around information sharing, as systems are different across two local
authority areas. Middlesbrough working group focusses on comparing data, and
asking are the records of young carers in social care the same as the ones in early
help or The Junction. It has been identified there may be people who are not in
specialist support on all systems. It was noted work has been undertaken with Michael
Brierley in Middlesbrough on an information sharing agreement which covered
information into The Junction and the local authority. Hazel stated the need to tidy up
definitions in the systems, as well as matching across the systems to see YC
identification, may be different young carers. It may be all different young carers. All
agreed this was a positive way forward and would enable identification of them and
then look at the wider picture and identify the gap in engagement.

•

The group noted that Redcar and Cleveland Council and The Junction has an
information sharing agreement in place, and a meeting had been scheduled with Carol
and similar services to look at how services link up and data systems match. It was
advised the Children's Commissioning Team will pick this up. Carol has sent Kelly
Gorman all the information and she will be leading on this and attend the task group.

•

It was also noted that the Integrated working with adult services still required some
focus and that The Junction was inviting adult services to the hot topics talk in
Middlesbrough. It was agreed that this should be replicated in Redcar and Cleveland
as there was minimal referrals from adult social care and there will inevitably be YC in
the work they are doing with adults with health and social care needs.

SCHOOLS UPDATE

•

Simone Shaw gave a presentation, see attached slides for details.

•

An update was provided around Young Carers and the impact of Covid restrictions.

•

The group were advised that a full awareness assembly would be delivered in due
course along with year group assemblies, but overall there had been a very positive
response.

•

It was noted that there had been encouraging engagement from schools and Simone
advised that all schools would be e-mailed in order to raise awareness of the services
provided by The Junction, to provide support to school champions and around the
services for young carers and around the copy of referral form. Young carers
awareness information would also be provided in order to raise awareness about
Young Carers at all stages with a request for any feedback that may prove helpful.

•

It was reported that 28 young carer champions had now been identified, of which 23
were in Middlesbrough schools with high deprivation rates. Next steps included follow
up meetings to talk about what they do now, the Young Carers in Schools Award and
what other resources were available to them. All the of the champions agreed to have
follow up meetings with leadership and management teams. There had been
agreement to identify young carers and training would be available from The Junction
in the school setting. It was referenced that the schools had seen the use of
PowerPoints as positive.

•

Simone advised that the Young Carer passports had been coproduced and would be
going out to the design company, Creative Alchemist and was anticipated they would
be ready next week and PowerPoints will then be sent out to schools. All agreed that
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it was a fantastic opportunity for Young Carers to be involved and advocating voices
of young carers and they were also thinking of other ways of raising awareness and
sharing their views.
•

The task group were asked for their support on this to profile and raise engagement
and to raise awareness of the offer resulting in more engagement in schools and more
strategic engagement work with Headteachers and then a roll out and expansion in
Redcar & Cleveland.

•

Hazel asked about Park End Primary and it was advised they did not currently have a
champion there. Hazel stated she has a pilot on early help and social care in that
school and that they will have an early help and social worker in the school. The school
are forward thinking, Hazel confirmed she would speak to Bethany Brown who is in the
match to see if they could be involved. Simone has identified a person and waiting for
a meeting with Leanne Richardson, Safeguarding Officer and will follow it up.

•

Hazel also advised she will get in touch with those currently in the pilot to say it would
be useful to think about identifying carers work and then this would tie in with locality
working pilots in North Ormsby and Newport. It was reported that there are weekly
locality meetings, one chaired by Thirteen and the other by a local authority
representative, that involved community workers, environment representatives, antisocial behavior teams and it may be that these teams, may also come across young
carers and could be a new angle to explore. It was stated that Robin attends to some
of the meetings. Will all he, but again would provide a tie up the work across agencies
and services do. It was suggested that there may be benefits to families that The
Junction work with, from job opportunities, projects, guest speakers. Hazel advised
that they could speak about the Junction offer and issues around young carers. The
group noted that Hazel and early help are also doing workshops talking about youth
services and Junction young carers services. Everyone agreed there are lots of
opportunities to engage, inform, promote awareness of young carers to those who
come into contact with families and young people, both at school or outside school.

INFORMATION SHARING
•

It was agreed the need to develo baseline data about young carers and understand it.
Currently national statistics are used to work out how many young carers are in South
Tees, but this is an area with higher health inequalities so it is likely to be inaccurate.
We do not know the number of young carers, do need to progress the work on this.
We do not know what is going on regionally and need to establish if our reach good or
bad?

•

It was referenced that Chis and Gareth attend ADASS NE and they were going to ask
for information sharing across local authorities in the region in terms of reach with
young carers. Then can start to look at what LAs are doing around.

•

It was agreed the need for estimated data.

•

The Data and Evidence group was scheduled to meet on 20th October and this would
feed in and back so that we can track and build awareness of numbers who and where
young carers are, baseline the schools to see the change, local authority systems
improvement and sharing information with The Junction.

•

Joanne Russell stated that in her role as Schools Lead for Public Health South Tees,
schools wanted a personal relationship but currently there was not enough capacity,
some work took place with the team that developed Curriculum for Life. It was noted
that building of the content for the platform was still taking pace. Joanne also stated
that she can source training, e.g. first aid and put it on there. It was agreed that the
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scope and potential of the portal was huge with the potential of also developing content
beyond public health. It was reported that schools want practical resources, e.g. film
for the school nurse teams on how to do things, e.g. hand-washing as many schools
don't have a dedicated school nurse. There was a willingness for involvement in
safeguarding and would be ideal to upload films and information. It was noted that
there was a meeting with Joanne’s South Tees colleagues. It was advised that
currently the information and resources were provided free of charge, but some future
ones e.g. around asthma etc., there would a charge. Talking to the local authorities
about what is possible to make things available for school. Could expand this for other
areas. The group were informed that the portal could also run school surveys over a
period of a month, which as a result would reduce barriers when accessing feedback.
Could run a young carers campaign, upload resources, supported by good
communications to schools letting them known what resources were available and
where they were located.
•

The group recognized that the information on the portal was targeted at school age
young people, but could potentially be extended to colleges and used in Freshers
Week for those transitioning.

•

It was noted that all the resources for the young carers section on Curriculum for Life
for South Tees were all in one place and included videos, vlogs, information, resources
and CPD training and this was a huge benefit from having an online resource that
people can access to meet their needs in a flexible way.

•

It was felt that the Transition Passport would fit well as it would be advertised from year
11, so there is structured time and support mechanism in place to think about what
they want to do post year 11 and what support they need to get there. Mind the Gap
work underscored this. It was recognized that there are young carers caring when they
reach 16 and they may not be in a position to get out to find out what is available to
them. The Transition Passport plan would mean that they get the right support at the
right time to help them access different options.

ANY OTHER BUSINESS
•

Hazel referenced a TV programme on BBC3 I player, ‘Hidden Girls’ and stated it may
be useful for staff working with young carers and it had detailed stories of exploitation
and recognised that support earlier would prevent some of the severe consequences.
It also contextualised safeguarding work is ongoing in Middlesbrough and this
exemplifies why that work is so important.

•

The group were asked to ensure that they signed up to ‘We care you care’, this was
highlighted as a good way of sharing information and keeping up to date

•

It was noted that the Forum meeting would take place at 2pm on 3rd November in North
Ormesby, with an opportunity to share the achievements and progress from the Task
Groups, raise awareness of any issues arising that still need to be addressed, any
gaps or engagement needed across the other task groups and strategy themes. Will
be face to face in the Health village, CCG headquarters. All welcome to attend, and
encouraged to register their attendance. It was further noted that this meeting would
be a face to face meeting with Declan.

•

Young people’s experience in education sample videos, Simone will check if they can
be shared with education and schools and through the Curriculum for Life portal.

DATE OF NEXT MEETING
Thursday 13th January 2022 via Teams
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